Citizen Water Monitoring Conference

Lobster Lake Association was invited to participate in a conference conducted by Minnesota Waters to help initiate water monitoring on streams and lakes. We were one of three lakes in the state to be invited. Yeah!

Pete Onstad, John Stone and Bonnie Huettl attended the 2-day event at Deep Portage Conference Center in Hackensack, MN, Sept 22 and 23. The full day sessions included how to start water monitoring and where to monitor. A follow up and conclusion session will be held on Oct 6 that will help interpret the information we have gathered. The Lobster Lake Water Task Force will expand its current monitoring from just the lake to incoming streams and culverts from ponds and wetlands, to more effectively tell how our lake is doing.

Thanks to the attendees as LLA will receive $500 for attending the session. We will look into purchasing equipment to monitor flow from the streams.